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A Brief Account of the Site

The Lingjiatan site is a state-protected ancient monu-

ment and lies about 10 km southwest of Tongzha Town

in Hanshan County, Anhui Province, at Lingjiatan Vil-

lage of Changgang Administrative Village. In the past,

there were four times of

large-scale archaeological

excavation, which resulted in

the discovery of densely ar-

ranged Neolithic tombs and

other important vestiges,

such as altars, sacrificial pits,

stone circles and house-

foundations. Among the un-

earthed objects are quantities

of fine jades, stone imple-

ments and pottery vessels.

This is a large-sized high-

rank settlement of the late

Neolithic Age in the Chaohu

Lake Basin. Starting from 10

May 2005, the fifth excava-

tion there was carried out by

opening 16 excavat ion

squares (5× 5m each) and

one 1× 5m excavation

trench, which covered an area

of about 450 sqm, where the

explorers revealed the north-

west of the Southern cem-

etery and the altar area in the

cemetery (Figure 1).

Major Achievements

1. A group of stone remains. It is located about 10m to

the east of the altar and arranged from the west to the

east of a sloping hillside, occupying an area of approxi-

mately 20 sqm and looking like an irregular circle in

Figure 1. Excavation squares and vestiges
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plan. As it has not been completely uncovered, its na-

ture is difficult to determine, but judged by its shape

and material, it must have been closely related to the

altar and might have been used in sacrificial activities.

2. Tombs in the northwest of the Southern cemetery.

Three (07M12, 07M19 and 07M20) are excavated, ly-

ing in east-west orientation, measuring about 2m long,

over 1m wide and about 0.25m deep, and all belonging

to the Neolithic Age. 07M12 yielded no grave goods

except for a pottery bowl. Among the grave goods of

07M19 and 07M20, jades come first in amount, stone

implements next, and pottery occurs in a small quantity.

The jade and stone yue-battle axes are large in size, bear

no use-wear at the edge, and may be non-practical tools

of production. The two tombs feature most distinctly

the great proportion of rings, jue-rings, and other small-

sized jade ornaments among the grave goods, as well as

the occurrence of bits and pieces left over from jade

working (Figure 2).

3. A large-sized jade pig from 07M23. It is the most

important find in this excavation. The provenance is close

to the altar in the Southern cemetery, above the earth

filling of the tomb, at the point a little to the west of the

pit center. This sculpture is made of a naturally pig-like

raw jade block and measures about 72cm in length and

32cm in width and weighs as much as 88 kg. Vivid in

shape, it has projecting lips with two nostrils above them

and a pair of upward-turned fangs protruding from the

lip corners. The eyes are molded in bas-relief, and the

ears are made in the same technique erected from the

head. The neck is slightly sculptured and polished. On

one side of the belly, two curved lines are simply carved

to show bent legs or wings. From the neck to the tail,

the original appearance of the raw jade is preserved with-

out any traces of working (Figure 3). The whole work is

very similar to the previously discovered one (87M13:

1). This is the earliest, largest and heaviest jade pig re-

corded so far in China.

07M23 is located in the south of the cemetery, a little

to the east of the middle, in the southeast of the altar

area. It intruded the altar at the point almost atop the

latter, lying in the core area of the Lingjiatan cemetery.

The tomb pit is opened beneath the third cultural layer

of the site, intruding the altar and raw soil, and has been

intruded by 07M22 on the southern side. It has an ir-

regularly rectangular plan, measuring 3.45m in length,

2.1m in width, and 0.3m in depth (0.55m from the bot-

tom to the surface of present-day ground). The major

axis points to the south a little by west, the occupant’s

head to the south. The coffin can be inferred to be 2.

65m long and 0.8m wide judged by its traces, and the

human skeleton has gone away. The unearthed grave

goods are extremely rich, totaling 330 pieces, i.e. 200

jades, 97 stone implements, 31 pottery objects, a bone

fragment and a piece of turquoise (Figures 4–7).

Figure 2. Tomb 07M20 (W–E)

Figure 3. Jade pig unearthed from above earth filling of Tomb

07M23
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1–7, 9–12, 14, 17–19, 21, 22,

24–26, 30–32, 34–38, 40–

46, 48, 49, 51, 52, 64, 78, 90,

100, 101, 147, 175–182, 184,

185,187–192, 194, 195, 285,

288, 323–328. Jade rings  8,

15, 23, 33, 47, 56, 57, 59, 65,

68, 69, 76, 77, 79, 80, 82, 83,

133–135, 150, 151, 161, 164,

193, 317, 319, 320. Jade jue-

rings  13, 16, 20, 28, 91, 98,

99, 103-112, 131, 137, 149,

163, 165–174, 194, 276, 286,

318, 329. Jade bracelets  27,

186. Jade bi-discs  29, 279,

280. Jade material  39. Pot-

tery  50, 81. Jade yue-battle

axes  53–55, 67, 71, 84, 86,

88, 89, 94–97, 102, 113, 116,

117, 119, 120, 132, 136, 139,

141, 142, 152, 154, 158, 160,

183, 263–271, 274, 275, 277,

282–284. Stone yue-battle

axes  58, 60-63, 66, 70, 72–

75, 93. Jade huang semi-

discs  85. Jade tube  87, 272,

273, 287. Stone adzes  92.

broken bone  114, 289. Stone

chisels  115, 122, 138, 143–

146, 148, 162. Jade axes

118. Jade adze  121, 156,

157. Stone axes  123. Jade

tortoise  125, 127. Jade-tor-

toise-shaped oval-sectioned

object  124, 126, 128, 129,

140. Jade lots  130. Jade or-

nament  155. Jade core  278.

Turquoise ornament  281.

small-bell-shaped jade orna-

ment  290, 302, 309, 312.

Pottery ding-tripods  291,

305. Pottery jars 292, 294,

295, 297–299, 301, 304, 307,

308, 311, 314. Pottery dou-

stemmed bowls  293. Pottery

gui-pitcher  296. Pottery

300, 306. Pottery pots  303.

Pottery basin  310, 313. Pot-

tery lid  315. Pottery vat

316, 321, 322. Pottery ding

legs  330. Pottery gu-goblet

Figure 4. Plan and section of the first layer in Tomb 07M23
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Figure 5. Plan of the second layer in Tomb 07M23
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Figure 6. A full view of Tomb 07M23 (E–W)

Figure 7. Grave goods in the second layer in Tomb 07M23 (E–W)
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The jade and stone artifacts are widely varied in type,

largely belonging to the yue-battle axe, ring, bracelet,

huang-semi-disc, jue-ring, bi-disc, adze and chisel. They

are compactly arranged in the tomb pit and partly super-

imposed on each other in 2–6 layers. The huang, jue,

ring and bracelets are all made in jade and placed espe-

cially densely. The stone implements are mostly adzes,

chisels and yue. They are large-sized and fine-polished,

with the edge well sharpened. Some yue are square in

plan; the central bifacial perforation reaches 9cm in di-

ameter in a few cases.

Near the occupant’s head, above 20 jade rings are put

one in another. They measure 9 and about 4cm in diam-

eter for the largest and smallest respectively. The body

is flat and thin; the inner wall bears traces of bifacial

perforating by means of a tubular drill, the hole measur-

ing only 0.2cm in diameter for the smallest examples. A

green jade yue is also put in this position. Along the

arms are two 10-piece groups of jade bracelets arranged

symmetrically on the left and right, which must be arm

ornaments. Near the waist, two jade bracelets are placed

on the two sides; they might be ornaments for the wrists.

Just in the middle of the waist, a jade tortoise and two

oval-sectioned tortoise-shaped jades were found to be

disposed in a fan-shaped pattern. The jade tortoise, ar-

ranged in the east, is completely shaped with the belly

hollowed and the abdomen bearing a tortoise-shell

pattern. It must have been combined into a group of

divinatory implements along with the two tortoise-

shaped jades, each containing one or two jade lots in the

abdominal cavity.

The jade huang are placed at the occupant’s chest,

numbering ten pieces, mostly flat semi-circles. Except

for the one erected on the right of the chest, they form a

column right on the chest, maybe a string of chest

pendants. This type of object is very important on the

Lingjiatan site for it may have symbolized the occupant’s

status, position and authority.

The jue are generally made in jade and total nearly

20 pieces. They are close to each other in size, diameter

measuring 4cm or so, and were found above the chest or

scattered at other places. These artifacts functioned as

earrings and maybe also as pendants on dress.

The yue are made of jade or stone, mostly the latter.

They were found largely on the occupant’s upper body.

Those occurring below the waist are larger in size, and a

few pieces are put on the western side of the tomb pit.

Those in the middle line of the human body are placed

with the edge generally facing to the north, while those

on the western and eastern side of the middle line are

directed to the west and east respectively, and a few

pieces seem to have been originally placed close to in-

ner walls of the coffin and then fell to the outside after

the coffin rotted away. The stone yue are well shined by

polishing and largely have a curved edge. Some speci-

mens have edges on two or three sides. The edge is sharp

and the body usually bears a single perforation, which

constitutes the most distinct feature of the jade yue from

the Lingjiatan site.

The unearthed stone adzes come first in number. They

are put on the pit bottom, occupying most of the area

and forming seven five- or four-piece west-to-east rows

with the edge facing generally to the north. It seems that

the occupant was laid on the stone adzes while entombed.

The adze surface is polished; the edge is sharpened and

fine-made, and bears no use-wear.

The pottery vessels number over 20 pieces, most of

which are seriously broken, thin-bodied and low in bak-

ing temperature and belong to gray-bodied black-slipped

clay ware, red clay ware occurred in a small amount,

and black and red sandy specimens emerged in a few

cases. The discernible types include the ding tripod, dou

stemmed bowl, gui-pitcher, basin, vat and zun vase, with

the dish-shaped dou on a flared stem encountered most

frequently. These vessels are placed mainly on the west-

ern and eastern sides of the tomb-pit. A large-mouthed

zun was found erected in the earth filling of the north-

eastern corner. It is of red sandy ware, has a thick body

and a round bottom, and measures about 30cm in re-

maining height (mouth missing), about 20cm in belly

diameter and about 3cm in body thickness.

Description of Some Typical Objects

A bit of jade (07T1308②:3) is left over from a piece of

serpentine. It is irregular in shape, even and smooth on

one face and two-tier terraced on the other with traces

of flaking near the middle, those of emery-wheel cut-

ting on one side, and a round knob formed by thread

cutting at one end of this facet. Obviously the raw mate-

rial was cut first with an emery wheel from one end and

then with a thread when the cutting reached the other

end. The length is 12.3cm long and the width 5.6cm

(Figure 9).

A jade lot (07M23:140) is a grayish-white tremolite

object shaped like a tall tablet with a triangular point at

the wider end, bears a circular bifacial perforation in the
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1

Figure 8. Unearthed objects

1. Jade bracelet (07T1607:2)  2. Stone bi disc (07T1607:4)  3. Jade lot (07M23:140) 4. Jade yue-battle axe (07M23:50)  5. Jade

yue-battle axe (07M20:12)  6. Jade ornament (07T1607:3)  7. Jade axe (07M23:238)  8. Stone adze (07M23:226)  9. Stone yue-

battle axe (07M20:11)  10. Jade axe (07M23:162) (1–3. about 3/5  6. about 9/10  the rest about 1/5)

middle and measures 5.4cm in length (Figures 8:3 & 10).

A jade tortoise (07M23:123) is an object of greenish-

gray actinolite. The inside is hollowed, the dorsal shell

is arched with the center thickened, the frontal end is

thin and curved, and the rear one is cut straight. The

abdominal shell is flat and thin and is carved with the

characteristic pattern. In the dorsal shell, a pair of bifa-

cial perforations are symmetrically made near the rear

end, and in the abdominal shell, such a hole is also per-

forated in the corresponding position. The abdominal

cavity contains two jade lots, one of which is broken.

This artifact is 6.5cm and 4.8cm long for the dorsal and

abdominal shells respectively, 6cm wide, and 4.2cm high

for the whole object (Figures 11 & 12).

A tortoise-shaped oval-sectioned jade object (07M23:

125) is a roughly complete greenish-gray actinolite

artifact. The inside is hollowed and the back-like upper

part is curved in section, while the belly-like lower part

is flatter and roughly even in thickness, with the ends

made straight and oblique respectively. The upper part

has three bifacial perforations near the straight end. The

hollowed inside contains a jade lot. The two parts mea-
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Figure 9. Jade leftover bit (07T1308②:3)

Figure 10. Jade lot (07M23:140)

Figure 11. Jade tortoise (07M23:123)

Figure 12. Jade tortoise (07M23:123  the jade lot inside num-

bered 07M23:124 )

Figure 13. Jade tortoise-shaped oval-sectioned object (07M23:

125)

Figure 14. Jade tortoise-shaped oval-sectioned object (07M23:

125  the jade lot inside numbered 07M23:126)
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sure 6.2 and 4.4cm in length respectively, and the whole

object is 4.2cm in height (Figures 13 & 14). Another

object of this type (07M23:127) is the same as 07M23:

125 in material and similar to the latter in shape and

size. Its inside contains two jade lots (Figure 15).

A jade axe (07M23:162) is made of grayish-white

tremolite with green and yellowish-brown spots. The

surface is smooth and shining, and the shoulders bear

notches. The whole object measures 22.5cm in length

(Figures 8:10 & 16). Another specimen (07M23:238) is

a bone-white tremolite artifact. It is 20.5cm in length

(Figures 8:7 & 17).

A stone adze (07M23:226) is greenish-gray and has a

slightly concaved curve at the top and 57 concave and

convex lines on a face. The two sides are curved and the

edge is unifacial. The length is 20cm (Figures 8:8 & 18).

Two jade yue-battle axes. 07M20:12 is a greenish-

white serpentine implement with blue stripes and a

curved edge. It is thin, flat and trapezoid with a bifacial

perforation at the upper end, and measures 22cm in

length (Figures 8:5 & 19). 07M23:50 is made of green

quartize with white veins and is also thin, flat and trap-

ezoid with a curved edge and a curved top. It has two

perforations in the upper part. The length is 19.3cm

(Figures 8:4 & 20).

A jade bracelet (07T1607②:2) is made of greenish-

white serpentine with a bluish tint. It is flat and round,

Figure 15. Jade tortoise-shaped oval-sectioned object (07M23:

127  the jade lots inside numbered 07M23:128 and

07M23:129) Figure 16. Jade axe (07M23:162)

Figure 17. Jade axe (07M23:238) Figure 18. Stone adze (07M23:226)
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bears on one face triangular notches, and has a roughly

semi-circular section. Its diameter measures 6.85 and 5.

4cm for the outer and inner circles respectively (Figures

8:1 & 21).

A jade ornament (07T1607②:3) is a bone-white

tremolite artifact. It is flat and oval, bears an elongated

round bulge on one face, and measures 3.9cm in length

(Figure 8:6).

A stone bi-disc (07T1607②:4) is made of purplish-

red lava with whitish spots. It is thin, flat and circular

and has an inclined edge. At the center is a unifacial

round hole made by tubular drill. Its diameter measures

5.4–5.95cm for the outer circle (Figures 8:2; 22).

Conclusions

Tomb 07M23 is the most important discovery in the

excavation of the Lingjiatan cemetery over the years and

also one of the most important discoveries in the archae-

ology of the Neolithic Age across the middle and lower

Yangtze River valleys. It holds the first position in this

cemetery for large scale of its structure, the great quan-

tity of its grave goods, and the exquisiteness of their

Figure 19. Jade yue-battle axe (07M20:12) Figure 20. Jade yue-battle axe (07M23:50)

Figure 21. Jade bracelet (07T1607②:2) Figure 22. Stone bi-disc (07T1607②:4)
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craftsmanship, which are peerless on this burial ground

and also among the tombs of the adjacent cultures. The

unearthed jade tortoises, lots and pig are all recorded

for the first time in the archaeology of Neolithic China.

They constitute extremely important data for research-

ing into the origin of Chinese civilization and evidence

that the Chaohu Lake Basin is one of her birthplaces.

On the earth filling of 07M23, a jade wild pig was

found to weigh as much as 88 kg. A similar finding had

been got from the earth filling of Tomb 87M4, which

yielded a huge stone yue-battle axe weighing 4.25kg.

Both graves feature the entombment of heavy ritual ob-

jects as well as jade tortoises and divining instruments,

the meaning of which is worthy of deep-going study.

The three sets of tortoise-shaped jades and jade di-

vining lots are especially remarkable among the 200

jades from 07M23. This discovery made up a gap in

Chinese archaeology and verified historical records on

the tortoise, the Eight Trigrams and divination. It indi-

cates that the Lingjiatan people were already familiar

with jade tortoise divination for good or ill omens. The

making technology of the jade tortoises and lots was

very advanced and reached rather a perfect level.

The jade tortoises, lots and tablets from the Lingjiatan

site going back to 5300 BP and the numerous oracle-

bones with traces of burning from the Yin Ruins dem-

onstrate archaeologically the distant source and long

stream of Chinese divination and evidence the reality of

ancient textual records on divination. As known so far,

Postscript: The original report is written by Zhang Jingguo and published in Kaogu 考古 (Archaeology) 2008. 3:

7–17 with seven figures and seven plates. The present version is prepared by the author himself and translated into

English by Mo Runxian 莫润先.

the Lingjiatan jade tortoises, lots and tablets (primitive

Eight Trigrams) are the earliest remains of Chinese di-

vining culture, a true embodiment of the originating and

developing course of Chinese civilization in the cultural

and ideological field and a milestone in the origination

of Chinese civilization.

Previously Tomb 87M4 yielded a jade (87M4:36,

named jade hairpin at that time) in association with ob-

jects belonging to the jade tortoise and tablet. Judged by

the present condition, it must be a jade lot for its simi-

larity in shape and function to those from Tomb 07M23.

On the analogy of this, the oblique-mouthed sleeve-

shaped objects in Hongshan culture, similar to the tor-

toise-shaped jades from 07M23, must also have had such

function. The Lingjiatan and Hongshan cultures yielded

anthropomorphic jades, both groups depicting human

figures with the hands in front of the chest, which must

have symbolized a religious ceremony. The objects from

the Lingjiatan and Hongshan cultures suggest that there

must have been certain communication between the two

cultures that existed in 5300 BP in the regions far away

from each other, which reflects that the origin and de-

velopment of Chinese civilization features the tendency

from multi-polarity to uniformity.
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